
 

 
 
 
 
Thank you for purchasing the Cup-A-Saurus® Turner Stacking Kit by Krafty Kow!  The Stacking Legs allow you to stack 
multiple Cup-A-Saurus Cup Turners.   
 
What you’ll find in the box 

1. One stacking leg with end cap (screws in) 
2. One end cap (no leg and screws in) 
3. One stacking leg (bracket – non-screw in) 

 
Assembly 

1. On the turner you wish to stack on top of another turner, replace one tabletop leg with the stacking leg with end 
cap.  This is best done by turning the turner upside down, so the legs are facing the up.  Unscrew the tabletop 
leg and remove from the turner.  Using the tabletop leg screws that you just removed, place the stacking leg 
with end cap on the turner and screw on. This can be done with a hand screwdriver or electric drill.  Do not over 
tighten!  

2. Remove the second tabletop leg and replace with the end cap (no leg).                  
3. The stacking leg (bracket – non-screw in) should be placed as close to the other end of the turner as possible and 

should gently click in place. This leg will fit on any part of the tuner, but we suggest nearest the other end of the 
turner for proper weight support should you fully load your turner with cups. Be careful not to pull the legs 
apart too much, they are meant to fit snugly on the turner below it for maximum support.  Pulling them apart 
too much or with too much pressure could result in them cracking or breaking. 

4. Gently stack the turner that you have just installed the stacking legs on top of another turner and you’re all set! 
 

 
 
If you have any questions, please message us on our website kraftykow.com, our Facebook Page, or email at 
purchases@kraftykow.com.  For video instructions on many of our products, please visit our Facebook or YouTube page 
(Cup-a-Saurus) and click on videos. 
 
Find us on Facebook (Krafty Kow Tumblers Herd), TikTok (@kraftykow) and Instagram (kraftykowsuppliesco). 
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